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Opinion
Pediatric OSA can give symptoms that mimic attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Both have similar
symptoms of focus problem, memory loss, mood swings,
hyperactivity, restlessness, poor school performance and
decreased cognitive function. Even snoring is associated with
higher level of inattention and hyperactivity. Snoring children
with ADHD could have their ADHD eliminated if their habitual
snoring were effectively treated [1].
Researchers speculate that ADHD is associated with
hypo arousal (a state of increased sleepiness) rather than
hyper arousal. Hyperactivity could be a coping mechanism to
counteract the daytime sleepiness experienced by these kids
[2].
The deceiving response of stimulant medication like
methylphenidate in the OSA-ADHD phenotype kids could
be explained by the hypo arousal theory. The stimulant
medicationreplaces their hyperactivity to keep them
stimulated way from their hypo arousal state.

We could explain the pathogenesis of ADHD in obstructive
sleep apnea (OSA) through an inflammatory mechanism
caused by OSA which involves the prefrontal cortex. There
is abundant evidence that inflammatory mechanisms
within CNS contribute to cognitive impairment via cytokinemediated interactions between neurons and glial cells [3].

OSA is a proven systemic inflammatory status that can be
measured by high sensitivity C- reactive protein (hs CRP), and
the magnitude of the hs CRP could be a major determinant
of the neurocognitive deterioration related to OSA [4]. It
was also suggested that polymorphism of interleukin-1 (IL1) receptor antagonists’ is present in families and subjects
suffering from ADHD.
There are two types of inflammation. The first type
is classical inflammation that produce pain. The second
type is achronic slow cellular inflammation that is below
the perception of pain. The cellular inflammation causes
disruption in the cellular signaling networks in individual
cells that are required for the body’s organs to run at optimum
efficiency.

Figure 1: OSA-ADHD phenotype and treat it in a timely manner before it becomes irreversible.

Sometimes OSA-ADHD phenotype doesn’t resolve or
partially improves after treating OSA. I suggest as in Figure
1 that there is a time factor when these prefrontal cortex
inflammatory changes are reversible but after undetermined
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time these changes become irreversible; prefrontal cortex
remodeling.
We speculate that certain food may affect the level of
ADHD if that food is pro- inflammatory and promote more
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inflammation of the prefrontal cortex. This is could explain
how food might play a role in ADHD pathogenesis. Our
recommendation for all pediatricians and physicians to look
for the OSA-ADHD phenotype and treat it in a timely manner
before it becomes irreversible.
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